Contact Information

Instructor: Dr. Beth Kelley
Office Hours: Wednesdays 3-4 pm, Thursdays 2:30-3:30 pm, Humphrey Hall, Room 351
E-mail: kelleyb@queensu.ca Phone: 613-533-2491

Please e-mail or call me only in the case of an emergency. However, you are strongly encouraged to come to my office hours if you have any questions about the material or the course. If you are unclear about any of the big-picture concepts, I think generally you will benefit from an in-person discussion in my office hours. If you are unable to attend either of my office hours because you have class during this time, please send me an e-mail with your schedule from Solus attached to attest to this fact, and I will chose another time that you are available for us to meet. You should ONLY ask for an individual meeting if you have class during my office hours.

If you have questions you would like answered over e-mail about the CONTENT of the course, please e-mail psyc251@queensu.ca. This e-mail will be monitored by the head TA for the course, Tara Karasewich, who is an advanced graduate student in Developmental Psychology. If she is at all unsure about the answer, she will pass the e-mail along to me.

If you have any questions you would like answered over e-mail about the LOGISTICS of the course (how the grades are calculated, special accommodations, etc.), please also e-mail psyc251@queensu.ca. Please read over the relevant bits of the syllabus before e-mailing Tara because she is not obligated to answer any questions that could be clearly answered by reading the syllabus.

Course Description
This course is designed to be an introduction to the scientific study of human development, with an emphasis on social, cognitive, and neurobiological processes underlying perceptual, cognitive, and emotional development from infancy to adolescence.

Learning Outcomes
After completing PSYC 251, students should be able to:

1. Describe the general course of typical development from conception to late adolescence in the cognitive, linguistic, emotional and social domains to recognize their effect on one another.
2. Compare and contrast the major developmental theories and discuss the strengths and weaknesses of each theory.
3. Discuss the different methods used in developmental psychology research and evaluate how these research methods are dependent upon the theoretical approach of researcher, developmental age of the participants and research question being asked.
4. Recommend ways to promote children’s well-being and successful development, based on developmental research and theory.
5. Critically discuss a variety of materials related to child development and effectively communicate ideas to different audiences.
6. Collaborate with peers through problem-based learning activities to explore concepts and research related to child development.
Course Introduction
This blended-model course will introduce the fundamental theories, methods and applications in the field of developmental psychology through small-group work in learning labs, reading the textbook and accessing the associated online material, and attending lectures.

By the end of the course, you will have a good introductory understanding of some of the key questions in developmental psychology such as:

1. **What develops and when?** How do nature and nurture work together over time to shape development? What innate structures and/or constraints are we born with and how do these change over time? When do we learn to walk and talk? When do we learn to understand other’s perspectives? When do we learn to regulate our emotions?
2. **What are some of the mechanisms that lead to changes?** What are the underlying cognitive mechanisms? What role do children play in their own development? Do children passively learn from others or do they actively construct their own knowledge? How does growing up in different sociocultural contexts affect children’s development?
3. **How do we measure these developments?** What are the research methods used to approach questions 1 and 2? For example, how do you test a young child who can’t tell you what they’re thinking? How do you determine what methods are appropriate for your given research question? What are the particular ethical considerations in working with children?
4. **What does it all mean for our everyday lives?** How can developmental psychology research promote children’s well-being? What is its role in practical issues such as parenting styles, developmental disorders, education, and caring for children?

Blended Course Model:
I chose to make this course a blended model course because research in the field of educational psychology has repeatedly shown that students are better at retaining material when they actively integrate this material into their existing knowledge base, when they are given the opportunity to grapple with opposing viewpoints, and when they are able to make the material personally relevant to them. By enabling students multiple methods of engaging with the material (online lectures, in-person lectures, learning labs, group discussion, group problem-solving, textbook material, online content), I hope that you will take home much more from this course than simply sitting in a lecture passively absorbing the material.

The various components of the course are designed for different purposes and different ways of learning. All components are important to get the most you can out of this course and to obtain a good grade in the course.

In-Person Lectures: The in-person lectures (taking place during your scheduled lecture time: Wednesdays from 4:30 to 5:30 in Biosciences Auditorium), have two primary objectives. The first objective, which will cover the first 15-20 minutes of the lecture, is to go over material from the previous week that may have been difficult for some students. I will base this lecture on feedback from your learning lab leaders, your scores on the weekly quizzes, and questions posted to the psyc251@queensu.ca e-mail. Hopefully, this clarification portion of the lecture will clear up any outstanding confusion about the material from the previous week. The second objective of the in-person lecture will be to extend the current week’s material. This extension will consist of discussing other research findings related to the topic (i.e., research not covered in the textbook), as well as discussing the applicability of the material to society as a whole. While clearly I cannot take attendance in a 400-person class, these lectures are strongly recommended and the content contained in them is content that you will be responsible for.
Textbook Material: Reading the textbook is very important for you to obtain the foundational knowledge that is required for the course and will allow you to actively participate in lectures and learning lab discussions, as well as being critical for all assessment components.

Online Lectures: The online lectures are optional though highly recommended, particularly if you’re struggling with understanding the concepts from the textbook. The online lectures will discuss the key points of the textbook, focusing primarily on the learning objectives for the week. If you think that you learn better by listening rather than reading, then you might focus more of your study time on these lectures and less on reading the textbook, although doing both is highly recommended.

Learning Labs: These labs are the key portion of this course that make it a blended-model course. They are designed for you to delve into key topics related to the course in much greater detail than the lecture allows for, through active learning activities and group discussion and group work with your peers. Work will be collected in each learning lab and participation will be graded, effectively making attendance mandatory. I hope that you will find these labs extremely interesting, informative, and stimulating.

Online Content: Movies and other content related to both the lectures and the learning labs will be placed online in OnQ. This material is material that you are responsible for, unless otherwise noted.

Grading Policy
The Psychology Grading Policy, “mixed-marking method,” is outlined on the following webpage: http://www.queensu.ca/psychology/Undergraduate/psycdepartmentalpolicies/psycgradingpolicy.html

A full list of Departmental Policies, including exam absences, can be found at: http://www.queensu.ca/psychology/Undergraduate/psycdepartmentalpolicies.html

Evaluation

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Assessment</th>
<th>Weight</th>
<th>Alignment with Learning Outcomes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Online Weekly Quizzes (best 10 out of 12)</td>
<td>5%</td>
<td>1,2,3,4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Learning Lab Activities (best 10 out of 12)</td>
<td>25%</td>
<td>1,2,3,4,5,6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Best grade of one of two essays</td>
<td>13%</td>
<td>1,2,3,4,5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Peer Review</td>
<td>2%</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Midterm Exam</td>
<td>20%</td>
<td>1,2,3,4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Final Exam</td>
<td>35%</td>
<td>1,2,3,4,5</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Assessment Detail

*Online Weekly Quizzes (best 10 of 12-worth 5%):* Students will have the opportunity to take 12 quizzes based on the main topics in the readings and other resources provided (for example, recordings, videos etc). Weekly quizzes consist of 10 multiple-choice questions and once opened will only stay active for 10 minutes. These quizzes are designed to provide immediate feedback to help students recognize their current knowledge on the subject and identify personal learning gaps of key terminology, theories and concepts. You will only be given one chance to take these quizzes because I will be using information from these quizzes to determine which sections of the material that students are having difficulty with, so that I may focus more on these in the in-person lecture. These low stake quizzes should be considered as a tool that will help students
to ensure they are on track with the knowledge required to be successful in this course. Additionally, some of the questions used in these quizzes may be used in the midterm and final exam. Quizzes will become available on the Sunday of the corresponding week at 9 am, and will remain available to you until 9 am the day of your learning lab to ensure that you complete them before your learning lab. If you do not complete them in the allotted time you will receive a zero for that week.

Learning Lab Activities (best 10 of 12-worth 25%): Students will work in assigned small groups for the duration of the course in order to apply and extend their understanding of key course concepts. Activities will include analyzing related video content, forming concept maps, reading and analysis of primary sources, debating perspectives, peer review activities, etc. Active participation and contribution is an important aspect of the course and is expected in each learning lab. At the end of each learning lab a group assignment will be handed in. If you do not attend your learning lab, you will not receive a grade for that day. Switching of labs is not allowed under any circumstances. You will be allowed to hand in individual work for your learning lab under extremely extraordinary circumstances with the proper documentation (e.g. weddings, funerals, severe illness, requiring wedding notices, obituaries, or medical documentation respectively). In this case, you will need to contact Dr. Kelley to get her permission at kelleyb@queensu.ca. Your learning lab TA will only accept this work handed in individually if Dr. Kelley gives her approval. Individual assignments will also apply if your learning lab falls on Thanksgiving or in the unlikely event of a snow day. In these cases you will not need to get Dr. Kelley’s approval. If your learning lab falls on Thanksgiving, you will have until Friday the 14th at 5 pm to hand in your individual experiment-your TA will go over how this will work in more detail.

Essays (best 1 of 2-worth 15%): Students will write two essays, which are discussed in more detail below. The essay with the higher grade will be the only one to count toward the final mark. Students will receive feedback from their peers on an early draft of their assignment. Your grade will take into how well you incorporate the feedback you receive from your peers as well as the actual content of the essay. As you can see, these essays are designed to encourage you to relate the material (specifically, the major developmental theories), to you personally. Only information from the textbook, lectures, learning labs and online material can be used as source material. The drafts and peer reviews will be submitted to OnQ; however, the final draft of both essays will be submitted to Turnitin. For both essays, 0.5% of your total grade for the essay will be taken off for every 1 minute to 12 hours that your essay is late. For example, if you hand in the first essay on October 22nd at 1 am, and you would have received a 13/15 if you had handed it in on time, you will receive a grade of 9.5/13 as you were 25 hours late. Because the best grade out of 2 is taken, there are no exceptions to this rule. It is STRONGLY suggested that you not blow off the first essay just because you have another one to write-you never know whether you may be sick in the future and you will learn a great deal from the process of writing the first one.

Essay 1: Describe Piagetian theory and Sociocultural theory, and how the findings and tenets of these theories will apply to your future life as an educator, nurse, psychologist, or whatever your future career may be (if it is not one of these three, then please feel free to pick whichever one you want or whatever you think your career may be). How would you use their findings to inform your practice with your students, patients, or clients? What aspects of these theories do you agree with and would therefore inform your practice and which do you disagree with and would therefore not apply to your practice? Draft due October 6th, peer review due October 13th, final essay due October 20th all at 11:59 PM
Essay 2: Interview your own parent(s) (you may interview one or both) about your development and use their answers to the assigned questions (assigned later), as well as others you come up with, to describe how your own development as it related to theory and research on Baumrind’s parenting theory and Bronfenbrenner’s Bioecological Theory. If your parents are unavailable, do not speak English, or you are estranged from your parents, please contact Dr. Kelley at kelleyb@queensu.ca to arrange for an alternate assignment. **Final essay November 24th at 11:59 PM**

**Peer review (worth 2%):** You will be randomly assigned two of your peers draft papers of Essay #1 to review. Each of these reviews will be worth 1% of your total grade. Although not worth a large percentage of your grade, these reviews will provide you with an excellent chance to revise your own writing as well as help others to think critically about their writing so PLEASE participate in this process. Further directions on how to complete your peer review will be given with the first essay assignment and will be discussed in your learning labs.

**Midterm Exam (worth 20%):** The midterm exam be held during the lecture on Wednesday, October 26th and will consist of 45 multiple choice questions (worth 15%) and 5 short answer questions (worth 5%) designed to assess learning outcomes 1 through 4. The vast majority of the questions will be designed to test at the conceptual level, with some applied and some factual questions. If you cannot write the midterm exam, or feel you did not do well on the first midterm exam, you will be allowed to write a makeup midterm, scheduled on Friday, November 4th at 5:30 p.m. If you write both exams, the grades will be averaged.

If you are unable to write the midterm exam, I encourage you to let Tara know (at psyc251@queensu.ca) by noon on Monday, October 24th. You do not need to provide any documentation, but we ask that you let us know to avoid printing dozens of unneeded exams and killing trees unnecessarily! If you wish to write the makeup exam, you **MUST** let Tara know (at psyc251@queensu.ca) by noon on Friday, October 28th so that we can arrange for enough exams, proctors, rooms, etc. If you do not do this, you will not be allowed to write the midterm exam, and your grade will be a zero. There are **no other options** than the makeup; if you do not write one of these two exams you will receive a zero on this portion of the course.

**Final Proctored Exam (worth 35%):** The final exam will consist of 50 multiple choice (worth 20%) and 5 short answer questions (worth 5%) from the **second half of the course** designed to assess learning outcomes 1 through 4. The vast majority of the questions will be designed to test at the conceptual level, with some applied and some factual questions. Additionally, there will an essay question worth 8%. The students will have a choice of four questions, and will only have to do one of them. These questions will be designed to assess learning outcome #5. The four essay questions will be provided on OnQ during the last week of classes, so that students have ample time to think about them ahead of time. All four will be provided and all four will be on the final, but you only need to prepare for one of them-there is no trick here!

If you are unable to write the final exam due to extremely extraordinary circumstances (i.e., weddings, funerals, severe illness), you must provide official documentation to Tara at psyc251@queensu.ca. You will then be required to write the makeup final exam during the Psychology department’s makeup period in January. **You must write the final exam in order to pass the course.**

As noted in Academic Regulation 8.2.1, “the final examination in any class offered in a term or session (including Summer Term) must be written on the campus on which it was taken, at the end of the appropriate term or session at the time scheduled by the Examinations Office.” The exam period is listed in the key dates prior to the start of the academic year in the Faculty of Arts and Science Academic Calendar and on the Office of the University Registrar’s webpage. A detailed exam schedule for the Fall Term is posted before the Thanksgiving holiday; for the Winter Term it is posted the Friday before Reading Week, and for the Summer Term the window of dates is noted on the Arts and Science Online syllabus prior to the start of the
Students should delay finalizing any travel plans until after the examination schedule has been posted. Exams will not be moved or deferred to accommodate employment, travel/holiday plans or flight reservations.

**Accommodations for Students with Disabilities**

Tara at pscy251@queensu.ca is in charge of making arrangements for all students who require special accommodations for test-taking. In order to obtain special accommodations, you MUST have a note from Student Wellness Services detailing precisely what accommodations you require. If you have been approved through Student Wellness Services and require the use of a computer to write the midterm exam, you must complete a request form (http://www.queensu.ca/registrar/currentstudents/exams/specialarrangements.html) and submit it to the Exams Office in Gordon Hall, along with a copy of the note from Student Wellness Services, a minimum of **10 working days** prior to the midterm exam—this would be Wednesday, October 12th. Please do not wait until the last minute to make any special accommodation arrangements or we may not be able to accommodate you. You will also need to make arrangements for the final exam—in this case all accommodations are arranged through the exams office: exams@queensu.ca

Note that accommodations may also be extended to those individuals who are experiencing serious mental health issues. If you are under a lot of stress and feeling too anxious or depressed or overwhelmed to function to your full potential, please contact Student Wellness as SOON as you begin to feel this way.

*Queen's University is committed to achieving full accessibility for persons with disabilities. Part of this commitment includes arranging academic accommodations for students with disabilities to ensure they have an equitable opportunity to participate in all of their academic activities. If you are a student with a disability and think you may need accommodations, you are strongly encouraged to contact the Student Wellness Services and register as early as possible. For more information, including important deadlines, please visit the Student Wellness Services website at: http://www.queensu.ca/studentwellness/home*

If you are **registered with Student Wellness Services** (LaSalle Building, 613-533-6467; http://www.queensu.ca/studentwellness/home), **special accommodations** are allowed under the following conditions: the student notifies Tara at least **one week prior to the midterm exam**. If such contact has not been made, it may not be possible to provide the accommodations in a timely fashion. **Please note that it is important to contact Student Wellness Services as early as possible in Fall Term to allow time for you to be registered for special needs consideration.**

**Required Text:** Robert Siegler, Nancy Eisenberg, Judy DeLoache, Jenny Saffran & Susan Graham

“How Children Develop: Fourth Canadian Edition” *(or looseleaf version or e-text)*

Material from this text will be assigned as reading in preparation for the lectures and learning labs. However, the lectures will only partially overlap with material from the textbook. Any material assigned as reading may be tested on the exams, regardless of whether it was also covered in lecture. **PLEASE do not ask me what is going to be on the test—it makes me very cranky!** Focus your study on the material specifically related to the learning outcomes for each week. If we cover something in the lectures (lectures meaning both the in-class and online lectures for this paragraph) that is also covered in the book and the learning labs, it has an excellent chance of being on the test. If something is covered in the lectures but not in the book it has a very good chance of being on the test. And if something is covered in the book but is not covered in the lectures or learning labs, it is still fair game, but is definitely less likely. In other words, you are definitely well-served by coming to class! Please show your respect for me and your fellow students by turning off your cell phones, remaining reasonably quiet in class, and doing your best to be invisible and silent if you must come in late or leave early.
In-Person Lecture Slides
As a courtesy to students, I will post the lecture slides on OnQ by the beginning of the in-person lectures. I will do my best to have them up by noon the day of the lecture, but given that I will be unable to create a large portion of the lecture well ahead of time (the review for the previous week), this may not be possible.

Academic Integrity
Academic integrity is constituted by the five core fundamental values of honesty, trust, fairness, respect and responsibility (see http://www.academicintegrity.org). These values are central to the building, nurturing and sustaining of an academic community in which all members of the community will thrive. Adherence to the values expressed through academic integrity forms a foundation for the "freedom of inquiry and exchange of ideas" essential to the intellectual life of the University (see the Senate Report on Principles and Priorities: http://www.queensu.ca/secretariat/senate/policies/princpri/).

Students are responsible for familiarizing themselves with the regulations concerning academic integrity and for ensuring that their assignments conform to the principles of academic integrity. See Academic Regulation 1 Academic Integrity of the Arts & Science Calendar: http://www.queensu.ca/artsci/academic-calendars/regulations.

Departures from academic integrity include plagiarism, use of unauthorized materials, facilitation, forgery and falsification, and are antithetical to the development of an academic community at Queen's. Given the seriousness of these matters, actions which contravene the regulation on academic integrity carry sanctions that can range from a warning or the loss of grades on an assignment to the failure of a course to a requirement to withdraw from the university.

SUGGESTED TIME COMMITMENT
Students can expect to spend approximately 10 hours a week (114 hours per term) in study, listening, attending lectures, attending learning labs, and participating in online activity for PSYC 251.

PSYC 251- Course Outline
This outline will allow you to keep track of where we are in the course, what material you are responsible for that week, and give you the learning outcomes for each week and where these outcomes will be covered and where they will be assessed. Blended courses may feel a little overwhelming at times-hopefully, this outline will make you feel a little less overwhelmed!

Key for covering: L= in-person lecture, OL=online lecture O= supplementary materials online, LL=learning lab, T=textbook
Key for assessment: Q=quizzes, P=papers, E=midterm and final exams, LL=learning lab
Week 1: What is Developmental Psychology?: September 12-16

Learning Outcomes
- Identify the key elements of the syllabus and describe course policies. O, OL, LL  LL, Q
- Describe some of the reasons for studying developmental psychology. L, OL, T  Q, LL
- Discuss historical influences on the field of developmental psychology L,OL, T  Q, E, LL
- Identify the key themes in developmental psychology L, OL, T, LL  Q, P, E
- Evaluate research methods in this field and predict what sorts of research studies would be most effectively investigated by each method L, OL, LL, T  Q, E, LL

Learning Resources
Required:
- Syllabus
- Chapter 1 (all pages)
- Online videos: Little Albert Experiment
- Online Lecture: The Syllabus*
- Online quiz for Unit 1
- In-Person Lecture: Welcome to the course and Extensions of Week 1

Suggested:
- Online Lectures for Week 1: Key Reasons for Studying Developmental Psychology, Historical Influences, Key Themes, and Research Methods

Learning Labs
Before coming to your learning lab this week, please read the required readings and complete the online quiz for Week 1.

Learning Lab Activity: Jeopardy game for syllabus, historical influences and themes; case studies of research questions and discussion of which best research methods to use

*This week one of the Online Lecture components is required, as it is SO important that you know the syllabus details.

Week 2: Early Developmental Processes: September 19-23

Learning Outcomes
- Describe the process of conception, and identify the major processes occurring during the periods of the zygote, embryo and fetus. O, OL, LL, T  Q, LL, E
- Recognize the impact of fetal behaviour and learning. L, O, OL, LL, T  Q, LL, E
- Apply what is known about hazards to prenatal development to discuss prevention of negative outcomes for the developing baby. L, OL, LL  Q, LL, E
- Describe the effects of genes and environment as they pertain to developmental psychology and defend the position that it is impossible to truly separate the effects of genes and environment on development. L, OL, T  Q, LL, E, P
- Discuss the general processes of brain development. L, OL  Q, E
Learning Resources

Required:
- Chapter 2 pp. 39-66
- Chapter 3 pp. 85-119
- In-person Lecture: Review for Week 1 and Extensions for Week 2
- Online Quiz for Week 2
- Online video: *Prenatal Development*

Suggested
- Online Lectures for Week 2—Conception and Stages, Prenatal Behaviour and Learning, Teratogens, Gene by Environment Interactions, Brain Development
- Online videos: *Newborn States*

Learning Labs
Before coming to your learning lab this week, please read the required readings and complete the online quiz for Week 2.

*Learning Lab Activity*: Informational brochure on pregnancy for different audiences. Brief discussion of the upcoming paper and how peer review will work logistically.

---

**Week 3: Theories of Cognitive Development: September 26-30**

**Learning Outcomes**
- Describe the major tenets of Piagetian, Information-Processing, Sociocultural, and Dynamic Systems Theories.  L, OL, LL, T, O  Q, E, LL
- Evaluate the major strengths and weaknesses of these theories.  L, OL, LL,T  Q, E, LL, P
- Apply these theories to your own field.  LL,OL, L, T  P

**Learning Resources**
Required:
- Chapter 4 (all pages)
- In-Person Lecture: Review for Week 2 and Extensions for Week 3
- Online Quiz for Week 3
- “How to Conduct a Peer Review”
- Week 3 course survey

Suggested:
- Online Lectures for Week 3: Piagetian Theory, Information-Processing Theory, Sociocultural Theory, and Dynamic Systems Theory

Learning Labs
Before coming to your learning lab this week, please read the required readings and complete the online quiz for Week 3. Also, please be sure to read the document, “How to Conduct a Peer Review”.

Learning Lab Activities: Concept map of cognitive theories. Introduction to how to conduct a peer review and why it is beneficial to all concerned.
Week 4: Language and Symbolic Development: October 3-7

**NOTE: Draft of Paper #1 due October 6th at 11:59 p.m.-submit to OnQ**

**Learning Outcomes**

- Distinguish the differences between language and communication. L, OL, T Q, E
- Describe the major components of language and identify the early language milestones. L, OL, O, T Q, E
- Compare the nativist position on language acquisition to current conceptions of language acquisition and discuss the importance of social communicative abilities. L, OL, LL, T Q, E, LL
- Describe the development of symbol use and understanding. T, OL Q, E

**Learning Resources**

**Required:**

- Chapter 6 (all pages)
- In-Class Lecture: Review of Week 3 and Extensions of Week 4
- Online Quiz for Week 4
- Online Videos: *Janet Werker’s Speech Perception Experiment, Fast Mapping and Pragmatic Cues, Dual Representation*

**Suggested:**

- Online Lectures for Week 3: Language Components and Milestones, Theories of Language, Non-linguistic Symbol Development
- Online Milestones Chart: Language Section
- Online Videos: *Baby Signs, The Wug Test*

**Learning Labs**

Before coming to your learning lab this week, please read the required readings and complete the online quiz for Week 4. Note that it is very important that you read the article on language development before the lab or you will not be able to contribute to the discussion.

**Learning Lab Activities:** Article discussion and further clarification of peer review process
Week 5: Conceptual Development: October 10-14

Note: Peer Review Assignment Due Thursday, October 13th at 11:59 pm-submit to OnQ

Learning Outcomes

- Describe: Q, E, LL
  - The various categories which infants and children divide the world into OL, LL, T
  - “Theory of Mind” and how infants and children understand other people L, OL, LL, T
  - The child’s understanding of living things, spatial representation, and number. OL, LL, T
  - Causal reasoning and how it influences children’s understanding of the world. L, OL, LL, T
- Examine the methods used to study children’s conceptual development. L, OL, LL, T Q, E, LL
- Compare and contrast infants’ understanding of the world to the understanding of children. L, OL, LL, T O Q, E, LL
- Distinguish competency versus performance and implicit versus explicit understanding. L,OL E, LL

Learning Resources

Required:

- Chapter 5, pp. 205-211
- Chapter 7 (all pages)
- In-Person Lecture: Review of Week 4 and Extensions of Week 5
- Online quiz for Week 5
- Online videos: False Belief Task

Suggested:

- Online videos: Intermodal Perception, Magical Thinking
- Online Milestones, Cognitive Development Section

Learning Labs

Before coming to your learning lab this week, please read the required readings and complete the online quiz for Week 5. Also review different types of research methods from Week 1.

Learning Lab Activity: Construction of an experiment to study children’s conceptual development at various ages.
Week 6: Intelligence and Academics: October 17-21

Note: The final version of your first essay is due Thursday, October 20th at 11:59 pm-submit in Turnitin

Learning Outcomes

- Compare the different theories of how intelligence is measured—that is, is intelligence one thing or many? L, OL, LL, T, O Q, E, LL
- Describe the contents of intelligence tests. L, OL, T, O Q, E
- Explain the controversy surrounding intelligence testing and describe the factors contributing to scores on these tests. L, OL, LL, T Q, E, LL
- Discuss the acquisition of academic skills and compare typical acquisition to children with learning disabilities. LL, L, OL, T, O Q, E, LL

Learning Resources

Required:

- Chapter 8 (all pages)
- In-Person Lecture: Review of Week 5 and Extensions of Week 6 and 7
- Online Quiz for Week 6
- Online Videos: Phonemic Awareness

Suggested:

- Online Lectures: Is intelligence one thing or many?, What do intelligence tests measure?, What factors contribute to scores on intelligence tests?, and How do we learn to read and write and why do some children struggle?
- Online Videos: Ellen Winner on Giftedness

Learning Labs

Before coming to your learning lab this week, please read the required readings and complete the online quiz for Week 6. Also, be sure to read over the case studies that you will be discussing in the learning lab so that you can contribute meaningfully to the discussion.

Learning Lab Activity: Discussion of case studies of low IQ, learning disorders, gifted, cultural issues
Week 7: Theories of Social Development: October 24-28

Note that the Midterm will occur during the in-class lecture period. Please be sure to check OnQ for where you are writing and the policies for writing the makeup exam. Because there is no in-person lecture this week, it is even more strongly suggested that you look at the online lecture for this week.

Learning Outcomes

- List the major tenets of foundational theorists (Freud, Erikson, Watson, Skinner, & Bandura) and identify their impact on current theory. T, OL, LL, O Q, E
- Explain the major tenets of the current theories of social development: OL, T, LL, L Q, E, LL, P
  - Dodge’s Information-Processing Theory
  - Dweck’s Theory of Self-Attributions and Achievement Motivations
  - Ethological and Evolutionary Theories (more broadly)
  - Bronfenbrenner’s Bio-ecological Model
- Discriminate the various levels of Bronfenbrenner’s model and explain their bidirectional effects on the developing child. OL, T, LL, L, O Q, E, LL, P

Learning Resources

Required:

- Chapter 9 (all pages with particular focus on pp. 357-380)
- Online quiz for Week 7
- Online Videos: Albert Bandura’s Bobo Doll Experiment

Suggested:

- Online Lectures: Foundational Theories, Dodge’s Information-Processing Theory, Dweck’s Attributions Theory, General Evolutionary/Ecological Theories, Bronfenbrenner’s Bioecological Model

Learning Labs

Before coming to your learning lab this week, please read the required readings and complete the online quiz for Week 7.

Learning Lab Activities: Jigsaw of different theories and discussion of interview and second essay
Week 8: Family and Peer Relationships: October 31-November 4

Learning Outcomes

- Describe Baumrind’s four parenting styles and explain why the authoritative parenting is best, at least in the WEIRD culture. \( L, T, OL, LL \) \( Q, E, LL \)
- Interpret the developmental outcomes of the various parenting styles. \( L, OL, T \) \( Q, E, LL \)
- Compare and contrast the ‘average’ family of today to the ‘average’ family of 50-75 years ago. \( LL, OL, T \) \( Q, E, LL \)
- Diagram the development of friendship and contrast the factors contributing to friendship across the course of development from toddlerhood to late adolescence. \( T, OL \) \( Q, E, LL \)
- Evaluate the importance of parents on children’s social competence. \( OL, T \) \( Q, E, LL \)

Learning Resources

Required:

- Chapter 12 pp. 472-498
- Chapter 13 pp. 512-526 and pp. 545-549
- In-Person Lecture: Review of Weeks 6 & 7 and Extensions of Week 8
- Quiz for Week 8
- Online Videos: The Still Face Paradigm

Suggested:

- Online Lectures: Parenting Styles, Outcomes of Parenting Styles, Changing Families, Friendship Development, Parents’ Roles in Peer Relationships
- Online Videos
- Online Milestone Chart: Friendship Development

Learning Labs

Before coming to your learning lab this week, please read the required readings and complete the online quiz for Week 8. Be sure to watch the snippets of TV shows in this week’s assignments as they will be discussed and analyzed in the learning labs.

Learning Lab Activity: Watch television shows about families and apply knowledge of parenting styles and discuss portrayals of ‘atypical’ families.
Week 9: Emotional Development: November 7-11

Note: You should be interviewing your parents this week.

Learning Outcomes

- Discuss the functionalist approach to emotion and label the various components of emotional experience. T, L, OL, Q, E
- Describe the development of emotion understanding and differentiate the development of basic and self-conscious emotions. T, OL, Q, E
- Illustrate the protracted development of emotion regulation processes and evaluate the importance of effective emotion regulation skills. L, T, LL, OL, Q, E, LL
- Identify the factors measured in the study of temperament and relate the stability of temperament across childhood to the idea of goodness-of-fit. L, T, LL, OL, Q, E
- Analyze the various factors contributing to healthy emotional development. L, LL, OL, Q, E

Learning Resources

Required:

- Chapter 10 (all pages)
- In-Person Lecture: Review of week 8, Extensions of week 9
- Quiz for Week 9
- Online videos: Nancy Eisenberg on Emotional Regulation and Social Competence, Delay of Gratification Task

Suggested

- Online Lectures: The Functionalist Approach, Basic and Self-Conscious Emotions, Emotion Regulation, Temperament and Goodness of Fit, Healthy Emotional Development
- Online videos: Twin Studies of Temperament
- Online Milestones Chart: Emotional Development

Learning Activities

Before coming to your learning lab this week, please read the required readings and complete the online quiz for Week 9.

Learning Lab Activity: Emotion regulation survey
Week 10: Attachment and the Development of the Self: November 14-18

Learning Outcomes

• Identify the various attachment categories and discuss how attachment is measured L, OL, T, O, Q, E.
• Appraise the effect of the internal working model on relationships with partners and one’s own children. L, OL, T, Q, E.
• Describe the developmental timeline of the development of the self-concept. L, T, OL, O, Q, E.
• Analyze the impact of culture and other aspects of the environment on the development of self-concept. L, T, LL, OL, Q, E, LL.
• Describe the developmental course of self-esteem development and identify how it is measured. OL, L, T, LL, Q, E, LL.
• Evaluate the recent cultural phenomenon of protection of self-esteem at all costs. L, OL, LL, O, E, LL.

Learning Resources

Required:

• Chapter 11 (all pages)
• Twenge article
• In-Person Lecture: Review of Week 9 and Extensions of Week 10
• Online Quiz for Week 10
• Online Videos: The Rouge Test, Ainsworth’s Strange Situation

Suggested:

• Online Lectures: Attachment and the Strange Situation, Attachment and Relationships, Development of the Self-Concept, Self-Esteem Development and How Much is Too Much?
• Online Videos: Harlow’s Monkey Studies
• Online Milestones Chart: Self-Development Section

Learning Activities

Before coming to your learning lab this week, please read the required readings and complete the online quiz for Week 10. Also, be sure to read the Twenge article as it will be discussed and analyzed extensively in the learning lab.

Learning Lab Activity: Discussion of Twenge article
**Week 11: Moral Development: November 21-25**

**Learning Outcomes**

- List the major tenets of Piaget’s, Kohlberg’s, and Eisenberg’s theories of moral development. OL, T, LL, O Q, E
- Describe the development of conscience, prosocial behaviour, and antisocial behaviour, and explain the factors that influence their development. L, T, LL, OL Q, E, LL
- Evaluate the negative effects of peer rejection and bullying on the developing child. L, T, OL Q, E,
- Assess the effectiveness of programs designed to reduce antisocial behaviour. L,T, LL E

**Learning Resources**

**Required:**

- Chapter 14 (all pages)
- Chapter 13 pp. 526-544
- In-Person Lecture: Review of Week 10 and Extensions of Week 11
- Quiz for Week 11
- Online Videos: Early Empathy, Children’s Responses to Heinz’s Dilemma

**Suggested:**

- Online Lectures: Theories of Moral Development, Conscience and Prosocial Behaviour, Antisocial Behaviour, Bullying and its Consequences, Programs to Reduce Bullying
- Online videos
- Online Milestone Chart: Moral Development

**Learning Activity**

Before coming to your learning lab this week, please read the required readings and complete the online quiz for Week 11.

**Learning Lab Activity:** Create the perfect child-integrate all social development theory and research to raise the ‘perfect’ child
Week 12: Gender Development: November 28-December 2

Learning Outcomes

- Define the terms ‘sex’ versus ‘gender’ L, OL, T, LL, E, LL
- Compare and contrast the major theories on gender development. L, OL, T, O Q, E,
- Ascertain the biological and social influences on gender development. L, T, LL Q, E, LL
- Evaluate the statement that the differences within the sexes are greater than the differences between them L, OL, T, LL Q, E, LL

Learning Resources

Required:
- Chapter 15 (all pages)
- In-Person Lecture: Review of Week 11, Extension of Week 12 and Discussion of Final Exam
- Online Quiz for Week 12
- Online Videos
- Case Study of Child Questioning Gender Identity
- News Article about CAMH

Suggested:
- Online Lectures: Sex vs. Gender, Theories of Gender Development, Biological and Social Influences, Are There Really Innate Sex Differences?
- Online Videos

Learning Labs

Before coming to your learning lab this week, please read the required readings and complete the online quiz for Week 11. Be sure to watch/read case studies and news article as they will be discussed extensively.

Learning Lab Activity- Discussion of sex-reassignment surgery, case studies of children questioning gender identity and the closing of the gender dysphoria clinic at CAMH